Let's Fly 'Alalā!
FINGER PUPPET CRAFT

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Print on card stock. Cut out wings and head/body pieces. Inexperienced scissor-users, cut out wings along gray edge. Experienced scissor-users, cut along the black edge for a more detailed wing.
2. Place wings onto white outlined rectangle on the body piece where it says "attach wings here." Wings should be placed color side up. Staple pieces together.
3. Fold gray dotted line between head pieces and glue beaks together.
4. Staple chin of bird together as close to edge as possible.
5. Bend ring tabs down to form a ring that fits around your finger. Tape overlapping tabs together.

Hello!
I am an 'alalā! I am endemic, meaning I am found nowhere else in the world! I like to eat the fruits of native trees and shrubs, but I also like to eat insects and the eggs of other birds. I am important to the forest ecosystem because I am really good at dispersing seeds, I move them from one area to another. This helps to keep the forest diverse and healthy.
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